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Abstract

In this paper, we present a computational framework for
the detection of ontological discrepancies in multiagent sys-
tems. The framework is developed as a basis for the gen-
eration of feedback utterances at the ontological level. In
our method, presuppositions are extracted from the sender’s
message, expressed in a common vocabulary, and compared
with the recipient’s ontology, which is expressed in type the-
ory. Discrepancies are detected by the receiving agent if it
notices type conflicts, particular inconsistencies or ontolog-
ical gaps. Depending on the kind of discrepancy, the agent
generates a particular feedback message in order to estab-
lish alignment of its private ontology with the ontology of
the sender.

keywords:ontological feedback, ontological discrepancies,
presuppositions, type theory

1. Introduction

When agents transfer information, they need a concep-
tualisation of the domain of interest and a shared vocabu-
lary to communicate facts with respect to this domain. The
conceptualisation can be expressed in a so-called ontology,
which is often defined in a formal language, such as a pro-
gramming language or a formal logic. An ontology abstracts
the essence of the domain of interest and helps to catalogue
and distinguish various types of objects in the domain, their
properties and relationships (see, e.g. [8, 13]).

In successful communication and in collaborative perfor-
mance of tasks, agreement between different agents with re-
spect to the ontology is crucial or, at least, the agents should
be aware of existing discrepancies. In case of discrepancies,
various troublesome situations may arise. One of the agents,
for instance, by mistake may assume that a particular con-
cept is shared, while the other has no knowledge about it.
Or worse, both dialogue partners have different conceptual-
isations, while the relevant discrepancy remains unnoticed.

Ontological discrepancies may cause serious communica-
tion flaws and the generation of adequate feedback in or-
der to repair these flaws is an essential part of modelling a
proper communication process.

In principle, there is a range of approaches to achieve on-
tological agreement. On the one side, developers can agree
in advance upon a standard domain ontology and embed it
in all future ontology design [14]. On the other side, we may
accept the existence of ontological variations and design a
mechanism that solves discrepancies during the communi-
cation process (see e.g. [9, 18] . Since multiagent systems
are often developed by multiple parties and can be consid-
ered as open and distributed systems, we believe (in line
with [23]) that it is hard to imagine that there will ever be a
consensus about ontologies for every possible domain of in-
terest. Therefore, in the present paper we will adopt the sec-
ond approach and concentrate on communication protocols
to solve ontological discrepancies between agents.

The aim of this paper is to develop a computational
framework for the detection of ontological discrepancies in
multiagent systems. In particular, it will be shown how on-
tological discrepancies can be detected during a commu-
nicative situation and how a dialogue participant can react
to these observed discrepancies. Agents may detect discrep-
ancies by, for instance, type conflicts, ontological gaps and
particular inconsistencies that emerge during the conversa-
tional process. Depending on the kind of discrepancy, the
agent generates a particular feedback message in order to
establish alignment of its private ontology with the ontol-
ogy of the sender. For that, we will adopt an approach in
which agents have a dynamic mental state that contains on-
tological information about the domain of interest in terms
of simple type theoretical contexts.

In Section 2, we will consider feedback in communica-
tion. In Section 3, we will discuss ontological discrepancies.
In Section 4, we will turn to the basic notions of the com-
municative situation and in Section 5, we will introduce the
fragment of type theory that is used to express the ontolog-
ical state of an agent. In Section 6, the actual mechanism is



described and some examples are shown to demonstrate the
feasibility of the system. We wrap up in Section 7 and pro-
vide directions for further research.

2. Feedback in communication

The term ‘feedback’ originates from the area of cyber-
netics and refers to the information that a system receives
from its environment about the consequences of its behav-
ior [26]. Feedback information is often used to regulate the
behavior and guides, in case of purposeful behavior, the ac-
tions towards a particular goal. The concept of feedback in
cybernetics has had many successful applications in engi-
neering and physics, because the performance of electronic
and other physical systems can be modelled quite accu-
rately. We know, within certain limits, how the output of
a system - for instance, an electronic circuit - depends on
the value of the input variables and we have accurate math-
ematical tools that predict the system’s response to a change
of the input variables as a result of feedback information.

In communication, feedback is used for a broad range
of responses at various levels and has an enormous diver-
sity, varying from a simple nod in human-human commu-
nication or a particular bit that indicates the receipt of a
message in computer-computer communication to a writ-
ten comment that evaluates the quality of a scientific paper.
However, for various reasons, we have no accurate math-
ematical theory for adequate communicative behavior and
the application of cybernetic models to communicative ac-
tivities has only a limited scope of relevance [22].

When we look at general feedback phenomena in con-
versations between humans, sequences in terms of speech
acts appear to be rather chaotic and seem hardly subjected
to any rules. Questions can be followed by answers, denials
of the relevance of the question, rejections of the presuppo-
sitions of the question, statements of ignorance, and so on
(see e.g. [16]). An example of general rules for cooperative
contributions, and conversational feedback in particular, are
the Gricean maxims for conversation, such as ‘tell the truth’
(quality), ‘say enough, but not too much’ (quantity), ‘be rel-
evant’ (relevance) and ‘use the appropriate form’ (manner)
([12]).

In the field of multiagent systems, there are no general
theories specifying what the most adequate feedback se-
quences are in a given communication setting. Most frame-
works allow the possibility of giving feedback, but do not
specify which feedback and how this should be done.

Suppose, for instance, that we have two agentsA andB
that have two separate ontologies and thatA asks the ques-
tion: ‘Is this vessel alive?’.B’s ontology contains, among
other things, a representation for the words ‘vessel’ and
‘alive’ (and knows which vessel is meant), but believes that
vessels are inanimate and that alive can only be applied to

the category of animate objects (including whales). Assum-
ing that the agent should be relevant and truthful, then what
should the response of agentB be? Clearly, we have abun-
dant possibilities for feedback:

B1: What do you mean by ‘alive’?
B2: What do you mean by ‘vessel’?
B3: ‘Alive’ is only applicable to animate things
B4: ‘Alive’ is not applicable to vessels
B5: ‘Alive’ is not applicable to inanimate things
B6: Vessels are not whales
B7: Inanimate things are not animate things
B8: Vessels are not animate things
B9: Can vessels be alive?
B10: Are vessels whales?
and so on . . .

Which utterance is the most adequate one and which
rules we should apply in order to generate these feedback
sequences depends among others on what the agents know
of each other like the beliefs they already share with each
other.

The agent communication languagesKQML [10] and
FIPA ACL [11] include performatives for giving feedback.
For instance, inKQML, there are feedback performatives re-
porting malformed messages (‘error’-performative) or an
inability to respond (‘sorry’-performative). Furthermore,
FIPA ACL includes the performative ‘not understood’ to re-
port that a previous message has not been understood. The
description of this performative states that:

... the content part of the message contains the
reason for the failure to understand. For instance,
an agent did not understand a message because
it did not recognize the ontology. There is no
guarantee that the reason is represented in a way
that the receiving agent will understand. How-
ever, a co-operative agent will attempt to explain
the misunderstanding constructively [11].

In other words,FIPA ACL allows the possibility for giving
feedback, but the actual generation mechanism remains un-
specified. This implies that the generation of adequate feed-
back sequences to a certain extent is left to the responsibil-
ity of the system developer.

3. Ontological discrepancies

In order to provide feedback at the ontological level,
we need a computational decision criterium that tells us
whether two ontologies are incompatible. This is not a triv-
ial matter, however. We will first have a brief informal dis-
cussion that motivates the rules presented in Section 6.

In many frameworks (like [15, 25]), discrepancies be-
tween two ontologies areimplicitly defined relative to a



third ontology, namely the ontology of an external ob-
server. In [25], Visseret al. give an overview of differ-
ent ontological mismatches, such as ‘structure mismatch’,
‘attribute-assignment mismatch’ and ‘concept-and-term
mismatch’. The ‘concept-and-term mismatch’, for instance,
occurs when two ontologies use the same definiens but dif-
fer in both the concept they define and the term linked to
the definiens.

To explain this notion, in [25], the following ontologies
O1 andO2 are given (we adopt the same notation):

O1 : vessel (X)← seagoing(X) ∧ large(X)

O2 : whale(X)← seagoing(X) ∧ large(X)

According to Visseret al. there is a ‘concept-and-term
mismatch’ betweenO1 andO2: the ontologies use the same
definiens to define different concepts. But is this really so?
Can we also conclude that they define different concepts?
Here, it is important to observe that in the answer of Visser
et al. implicit reference is made to a third ontology. It is as-
sumed that external observers have an ontology of their own
about whales and vessels and know what their similarities
and differences are. For instance, in our own ontology ves-
sels are characterised to be inanimate objects while whales
are animate objects. So, from our ‘god’s eye’ point of view,
there is a discrepancy: whales and vessels constitute differ-
ent concepts in our ontology. In other words, the decision
criterium comes from information of the third observer.

In multiagent systems, however, the assumption of a
‘god’s eye’ view is not realistic in many cases. Agents are
distributed entities that autonomously operate in their envi-
ronment, of which they have their own subjective view. As
humans, they need to detect ontological discrepancies by
themselves, on the basis of their own subjective view on the
world and not on the basis of information hidden in a third
observer.

Now, assume thatO1 andO2 only contain the informa-
tion above. Can we conclude that they define different con-
cepts? From the local perspective of an agent, it cannot be
concluded that there is a discrepancy. Both ontologies ac-
count for large seagoing objects, and indeed, there are tasks
in which the distinction between vessels and whales is of
no importance; e.g., in navigating a ship where large seago-
ing objects have to be avoided. The only conflict here seems
to be alexicaldiscrepancy.

Consider the refined ontologiesO3 andO4 that both de-
fine the categories of animate an inanimate objects, which
are disjoint:

O3 : animate(X)↔ ¬inanimate(X)
vessel(X)← seagoing(X) ∧ large(X) ∧ inanimate(X)

O4 : animate(X)↔ ¬inanimate(X)
vessel(X)← seagoing(X) ∧ large(X) ∧ animate(X)

From the assumption that both agents believe that objects
cannot be both animate and inanimate, we conclude that
there is an ontological discrepancy betweenO3 and O4.
Note that no reference to a third ontology needs to be made
to characterise this discrepancy.

Below, the decision criteria for discrepancies will be ex-
pressed in terms of type theory where the addition of partic-
ular information to ontologies yields so called legal or ille-
gal contexts. A legal context is a context where the addition
of new information was adhered to the rules of the type sys-
tem (see also Section 5). For instance, the introduction of
new predicates is only possible if the type of its arguments
is already included in the ontology; otherwise, the context
is illegal. If we would like to add, for instance, the assump-
tion that ‘whales are heavy’, we must at least have a notion
of ‘heaviness’ and ‘whale’ in our current state.

In the detection stage of the interpretation process of
an incoming message, particular information – so called
presuppositions – is extracted from the message. In cases
where the addition of presuppositions to the ontology of the
receiver yields an illegal context, the receiving agent has to
generate particular feedback.

4. Dialogue model

The dialogue framework employed in this paper is based
on a simple model of interaction [2, 20]. Underlying this
model is the recognition that agents interact naturally with
their environment in two ways: symbolically and physically.
On the one hand, if there is an intermediary interpreter,
agents can interact symbolically and use a communication
language to give commands, ask for or provide information,
etcetera. On the other hand, physically, one manipulates ob-
jects, for instance, by moving or fastening them, or observes
them by seeing, feeling, hearing, tasting or smelling. The
essential difference between the two types of interaction is
that actions of the first type (e.g. illocutionary acts and their
semantic content [21]) need an interpreter who can bridge
the gap between the symbols and their actual meaning and
purpose, while actions of the second type are related in a
more direct manner to perception and action.

The distinctive interaction channels are represented in
the so-called triangle metaphor (Figure 1), where the cor-
ners represent the domain of discourse (or the external
world) and the two agents, and the arrows the flow of in-
formation between the agents themselves and between the
agents and the domain. Actions can be expressed in terms
of the flow of information between the corners of the trian-
gle. A communicative act performed by agentX towards
agentY is a flow of information fromX to Y (by means of
a particular communication language, denoted byL in the
figure); observation of the domain is a flow of information
from the domain towards the observer and an action car-
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Figure 1. The triangle metaphor

ried out in the domain is a flow of information from the ac-
tor to the domain.

In the model, we clearly distinguish between the world
and knowledge (or beliefs) about the world. The world is
represented by a set of concrete objects that are instances of
particular classes (vessels, whales, persons,. . .) which have
particular characteristics (colour, weight,. . .) with a par-
ticular value (green, red, heavy,. . .). Also, the objects may
have particular relations between them (next, heavier,. . .).
The knowledge about the world is an explicit representation
of the objects with their characteristics and their relations.
We will use the termontology(indicated byOX andOY

in the figure) to indicate the abstraction by the agent of the
relevant aspects of the world that help to classify and distin-
guish various types of objects in the domain, their properties
and relationships in order to express particular facts about
the world. The ontology expresses the possible and neces-
sary characteristics of the domain. To indicate the subjec-
tive nature of the agents’ information state, we will often
use the term ‘belief’ instead of knowledge.

In the dialogue process, we will make a number of as-
sumptions with respect to the dialogue model. Firstly, we
assume that both agents have access to the objects in the
domain of discourse, i.e. they can observe pointing actions
from their dialogue partner and they are able to link these
pointing acts to mental objects. This does not mean, how-
ever, that all features of the object are perceivable. Secondly,
we will not use the notion of mutual or shared beliefs. Al-
though we think that these notions are compulsory in an ad-
equate model of agent conversation, we have omitted them,
because these notions will distract from the description of
the feedback process and make the description more com-
plex than necessary. Thirdly, we will assume that if one of
the agents points to an object, the other observes the same
object. That does not mean, however, that both participants
have the same ontological description that is linked to the
object.

5. Ontologies in type theory

In this paper, the ontology will be expressed in type the-
ory (TT). TT, which is actually based on typed lambda cal-
culus, is a powerful logical formalism in the field of theorem
proving and programming languages. In the field of agent
communication,TT was used in the DenK-project [2, 5] as
a knowledge representation to model various types of be-
liefs. In the project, an ‘intelligent’ agent was modelled that
supported a human user in its use of a particular domain.
Although the system was applied to the domain of an elec-
tron microscope, it was intended to be generic in that its ar-
chitecture and various techniques for knowledge represen-
tation and construction were independent of the field of ap-
plication. The agent’s belief states, such as private and com-
mon beliefs, were modelled as type theoretical contexts. In
the DenK-project the formalism was used for modelling the
ontological assumptions and beliefs about the task domain
(the electron microscope) and the cognitive dynamics of the
agent’s belief state, in particular, the change of beliefs as a
result of domain observations and dialogue contributions by
the user.

Apart from its intrinsic dynamic properties,TT has im-
portant advantages over formalisms such as predicate logic
or discourse representation theory. First, and at the heart of
type theory, is the formal distinction between objects and
types. Types often represent a particular concept, whereas
objects can be considered as instances of these concepts. In
type theory it can be expressed, for instance, that we have
the concept ‘whale’ and that ‘willy’ is an instance of the
concept whale. Second,TT embodies the notion of contex-
tuality (or sequentiality) that tells us that new assumptions
can only be added as long as the current belief state satis-
fies particular constraints.

To some extent, the notion of sequentiality corresponds
to the notion of presupposition used in linguistics [24],
where, for instance, the sentence ‘Type theory is not the
most prominent logical framework that agent researchers
use when they model ontologies’, presupposes among other
things ‘the existence of a particular instance of the most
prominent logical framework that . . . ’ (namely description
logic), ‘the existence of agent researchers and that they may
use or model something’, ‘the existence of ontologies and
that they can be modelled’. An important characteristic of
presuppositions is that they can be inferred from both the
sentence and its interrogative form.

Here we will only give an informal introduction and
show how particular ontological information can be ex-
pressed in a very limited fragment ofTT (see e.g. [1, 17]
for comprehensive introductions). Beliefs of an agent can
be represented inTT as so called contexts; contexts con-
sist of sequences of expressions and list everything that has
been assumed so far and everything that has explicitly been



inferred from these assumptions. The building blocks inTT

are expressions of the form

G : H (1)

which indicate that an objectG has typeH . These expres-
sions are called statements. We can express, for instance,
that a particular object (namelywilly) is of typewhale:

willy : whale (2)

The objectwilly is called an ‘inhabitant’ of the type
whale. Concepts, such as whales, are expressed as a spe-
cial type named ‘sort’ and are represented by ‘?s’ in (3):

whale : ?s (3)

Variables likewilly and whale are referred to as ‘type
variables’.

The notion of sequentiality plays a role in the order in
which statements can be added. For instance, (2) cannot be
added to the context, unless the belief state of the agent al-
ready contains statement (3).

Predicates are considered as a functions that take a par-
ticular type as an argument and that yield a truth value. For
that reason, we also have to introduce propositions; we will
do this by introducing a new kind of sort ‘?p’ For instance:

animate : ?s (4)
alive : animate → ?p (5)

expresses that the predicate alive takes an animate object
as an argument (note that we first explicitly have to intro-
duce the existence of the concept animate). Inheritance is
introduced by the subsumption operator ‘<’, which indi-
cates that inhabitants of a more specific type can be applied
in every case where inhabitants of the more general type
may be applied:

whale < animate : ?s (6)
vessel < inanimate : ?s (7)

Below, we allow predicates that take a particular type as
an argument to take an argument of a lower type as well
(where types on the left are lower in the hierarchy).

Contexts are open to new information and can be ex-
tended as long as new introductions are adhered to the rules
of the type system; these contexts are calledlegal contexts.
So, given a particular context, the rules of the type system
constrain the way in which statements can be combined into
new legal statements. This can be expressed by so called
judgements:

Γ ` E : T (8)

which expresses that termE has typeT , given the assump-
tions in contextΓ. The rules of the type system may guaran-
tee, for instance, monotonicity or the formation of function

types. Here we will confine ourselves to the introduction
of the ‘function application rule’ that states that the type of
an application expression is the range-typeB of the func-
tion F , if the argumenta can be shown to fit the function
(i.e. is of typeA):

Γ ` F : G→ H Γ ` a : G

Γ ` (Fa) : H
(9)

Hence, given our previous introductions, we may con-
clude that if we apply the predicate alive to willy, we can
legally extend the context by a new statement expressing
that alive(willy) is a legal extension of the existing con-
text:

Γ ` alive : animate → ?p Γ ` willy : whale
Γ ` alive(willy) : ?p

(10)

Note that the context only states thatalive(willy) is a
proposition, not that the proposition is true. In type the-
ory, propositions are considered as types themselves and a
proposition is true if there exists an object with the proposi-
tion as its type (e.g.,p17 : alive(willy)).

Below the notion of presuppositions will be used to com-
pare the incoming information from the communication
language with the ontology of the receiving agent. Presup-
positions will be expressed as lists ofTT-statements. We
will say that a list of presuppositions islegal with respect
to a particular contextif this context extended with the pre-
supposition list is still a legal context, otherwise we speak
of an illegal list.

6. Rules for detection and feedback

We define aFIPA-compliant agent communication lan-
guage. We distinguish between messages to ask and answer
questions about the state of the domain and messages for
giving feedback at the ontological level.

Definition 1 We assume a vocabulary or lexicon of words,
with typical elementsw1 andw2. We define the following
messages concerning the state of the domain:

〈A, QUERY-IF(B, ϕ)〉
〈A, CONFIRM(B, ϕ)〉
〈A, DISCONFIRM(B, ϕ)〉

whereA denotes the sender andB the recipient andϕ is of
the form ‘thisw1 is aw2’ or ‘this w1 is w2’.

The messages are used to query, confirm and disconfirm that
ϕ is believed to be true of the domain, respectively. The con-
tent formula ‘thisw1 is aw2’ expresses that the particular
object under discussion (denoted by ‘thisw1’) is an instance
of the categoryw2. The content formula ‘thisw1 is w2’ ex-
presses that the particular object under discussion (denoted
by ‘this w1’) satisfies the predicatew2.



Note the distinction between the semantic and prag-
matic aspects of the communication language. The seman-
tics deals with how words (w1 andw2) are interpreted in
terms of the underlying ontology. The pragmatics deals with
the aspects that are independent of the ontology; e.g., the
message type (query, confirm and disconfirm) and the han-
dling of the definite article ‘this’ and the indefinite ‘a’.

Definition 2 We define the following feedback messages
concerning the ontological level:

〈A, QUERY-IF(B, X)〉
〈A, INFORM(B,NewA(X))〉
〈A, INFORM(B,BelA(X) ∧ BelB(Y ))〉

whereX andY are type theoretical contexts.

The first of these messages is used to ask whetherX is part
of the recipient’s ontology, the second is used to report that
X is new to the sender (i.e., that it was not part of its ontol-
ogy) and the third is used to indicate a mismatch between
part X of the sender’s ontology and partY of the recipi-
ent’s ontology.

We identify the following aspects of an agent.

Definition 3 An agent is a tuple(Γ, I) consisting of a type-
theoretical contextΓ defining the ontology and contingent
facts, and an interpretationI ⊆ Voc×Var that maps words
of the communication vocabulary (collected in the setVoc)
to the type variables of the ontology (collected in the set
Var). We use the notationI(w) = {t | (w, t) ∈ I}.
Note that words in the lexicon may be ambiguous (i.e. one
word in the communication language is mapped to different
type variables in the ontology) and words may have syn-
onyms (i.e. different words in the communication language
may be mapped to one term in the ontology).

We discern the following stages:

(a) Derivation of ontological presuppositions

(b) Detection of ontological discrepancies

(c) Generation of a response

The first stage concerns the extraction of the ontologi-
cal presuppositions that are inherent to the question. This
is done on the basis of the receiving agent’s interpretation
and the pragmatics of the communication language. The re-
sult is a set of presupposition lists.

Definition 4 Given an interpretationI, the functionF that
generates a set of presupposition lists, is defined as follows:

F (thisw1 is aw2)
=

{[C : ?s, x17 : C, D < C : ?s] | (C, D) ∈ I(w1)× I(w2)}

F (thisw1 is w2)
=

{[C : ?s, x17 : C, P : C → ?p] | (C, P ) ∈ I(w1)× I(w2)}

Here x17 represents the particular object that is un-
der discussion. (Recall our assumption that agents can
observe pointing actions and can link them to mental ob-
jects.) Note that an ontological presupposition of the sen-
tence ‘thisw1 is aw2’ is that the category denoted by
w1 subsumes the category denoted byw2. A presuppo-
sition of the sentence ‘thisw1 is w2’ is that the predi-
cate denoted byw2 is applicable to the category denoted by
w1.1

In order to detect possible ontological discrepancies, the
presupposition list is compared with the ontologyO of the
receiver.

Definition 5 Given an ontologyO (assumed to be legal)
and a presupposition listX , we discern the following cases:

1. O ` X

2. O 0 X andX is legal with respect toO

3. O 0 X andX is illegal with respect toO, and there is
a legal contextG such thatG, X is legal with respect
to O

4. O 0 X andX is illegal with respect toO and there
does not exist a legal contextG such thatG, X is legal
with respect toO.

In case (1), the presuppositions follow from the ontology;
there is no discrepancy. In case (2), the presuppositions con-
stitute a legal extension of the ontology. In case (3), there
exists a gap which is bridged by the type theoretical con-
text G (cf. [19]). Also, in case (4), there is a gap, but there
is no bridging context.

Let the ontologyO be defined as:

animate : ?s

alive : animate → ?p

x : animate
vessel : ?s

Let the interpretationI be simply defined as:

{(alive, alive), (vessel, vessel ), (animate, animate)}
We consider the following four questions:

q1 = 〈B, QUERY-IF(A, (thisanimate is alive))〉
q2 = 〈B, QUERY-IF(A, (thisanimate is avessel))〉
q3 = 〈B, QUERY-IF(A, (this vessel is alive))〉
q4 = 〈B, QUERY-IF(A, (this vessel is animate))〉

1 Note that more than one list of presuppositions is obtained when (some
of) the words in the question are ambiguous. Some of them may be in
line with the agent’s own ontology and others not. When the agent can-
not decide which list is most appropriate it has to generate ambiguity
feedback. A useful strategy could be, for instance, that the receiver
- who now becomes the sender in the subsequent turn - first consid-
ers possible synonyms and returns them to the questioner (’Do you
meanx or y?’).



• First of all,F (q1) is given by:

animate : ?s

alive : animate → ?p

x : animate

SinceO ` F (q1) there is no discrepancy.

• Secondly,F (q2) is given by:

animate : ?s

x : animate
vessel < animate : ?s

In this caseO 0 vessel < animate : ?s and thusO 0

F (q2). However,F (q2) is legal with respect toO.

• Thirdly, F (q3) is given by:

vessel : ?s

alive : vessel → ?p

x : vessel

In this caseO 0 x : vessel andO 0 alive : vessel →
?p. It is possible for an objectx to be of two differ-
ent types (i.e.,vesseland animate) and a predicate
alive to be applicable to bothvesseland animate, if
one of these types subsumes the other. The expression
G = vessel < animate : ?s bridges the gap between
O andX ; that is,G, X is legal with respect toO. This
bridge is not unique;G = animate < vessel : ?s also
bridges this gap.

• Finally,F (q4) is given by:

vessel : ?s

animate : vessel → ?p

x : vessel

Since, classes and predicates are incompatible types,
which means thatanimatecannot be both of type ‘?s’
and of type ‘vessel → ?p’, we conclude thatG, F (q4)
is illegal with respect toO for anyG.

What ontological feedback should be generated in each
of the four cases? In case (1), there are no ontological dis-
crepancies. The rule is to answer the question (for instance,
in accordance with the Gricean maxims of cooperation).
So, assuming, for instance, thatp : alive(x) is part of the
knowledge state of agentB for some particular proof ob-
jectp the response would be:

〈B, CONFIRM(A, (thisanimate is alive))〉
Similarly, if r : ¬alive(x) is part of the knowledge state
then the response would be:

〈B, DISCONFIRM(A, (thisanimate is alive))〉

In case (2), the presuppositions of the questions are not
part of the current context, but can be added to yield a le-
gal context. Here the rule is to report that the newly de-
rived ontological facts were unknown. So, the response to
the questionq2 would be to state that the ontological fact
that the category of animates subsumes the category of ves-
sels is new to agentB:

〈B, INFORM(A,NewB(vessel < animate : ?s))〉
In case (3), the presuppositions are not part of the agent’s

context and cannot be added to yield a legal context. How-
ever, there exists a context that can bridge the gap between
the ontology and the presuppositions of the question. So, the
rule is to ask whether a particular bridge is part ofA’s on-
tology. So, the response to the questionq3 would be to ask
whether the category of animates subsumes the category of
vessels,

〈B, QUERY-IF(A, vessel < animate : ?s))〉
Another possible bridge is that the category of vessels sub-
sumes the category of animates:

〈B, QUERY-IF(A, animate < vessel : ?s))〉
In case (4), a conflict has been detected. The rule here

is to state the reason for the discrepancy. So, in the case of
questionq4, it should be stated that according toA animate
should be a predicate, but according toB it is a category.

〈B, INFORM(A,BelA(animate : vessel → ?p) ∧
BelB(animate : ?s))〉

On the basis of the given feedback, agents can subse-
quently engage themselves in a dialogue discussing their
ontologies. The particular rules that govern the subsequent
dialogue will be investigated in future research.

7. Discussion

Essential to the approach presented in this paper, is the
starting point that ontological discrepancies are treated at
the level of agents themselves, without the aid of an exter-
nal observer. The framework accounts for the detection and
handling of ontological discrepancies by the agents them-
selves, on the basis of their own subjective view on the
world. This means that there is no reference to any (implicit)
third ontology. It also means that the framework abstracts
from a notion of truth which is inherent to model-theoretic
approaches. Agents work towards agreement on the basis of
their belief states and communicative acts. We believe that
this approach is both theoretically and practically impor-
tant for multiagent systems. The account has been worked
out for a core ontology on the basis of simple type theoreti-
cal fragments.



Future work will include extension of the basic frame-
work to richer ontologies and more complex type theo-
retical constructs. Furthermore, whereas we have concen-
trated on ontological feedback here, our approach is appli-
cable to important other aspects of communication in multi-
agent systems, liberating them from ‘God’s eye’ such as ar-
gumentation and negotiation. We also expect the approach
to be fruitful with regard to ontology alignment and merg-
ing [6, 27]. Important research questions are (in line with
[3, 4]): How does the initial feedback change the belief state
of the agents and and how can subsequent dialogue contri-
butions be modelled? To answer these questions we must
consider a variety of additional constructs such as agent
roles and various types of beliefs and speech acts.
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